
MAMMA LUNA 

TRAVELING ROADSHOW

The Mamma Luna Traveling Roadshow brings atmosphere and an anchor to the festival. With an open bar selling Bier, 
Popcorn and Cotton candy we present an opportunity for a meeting place creating the hub for 
your festival. The Mamma Luna Traveling Roadshow, can be rented with the stage or as a complete package, Bar, Stage 
and King Pole with lights. It is the option of the organization what type of entertainment appears on the stage, or 
we can organize a Varietè show to suit.
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Fahrende Bühne und mehr ...

Travelling road show an more
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Casey Bundock
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Travel costs are 1.00 € per kilometer. All fuel costs will be covered by the organization.

Our truck is a Magirus Deutze 1968 oldtimer with Historical number plates, Diesel,  
3.8m high and 7.5ton. Please note this when placing the truck and giving directions 
on how to drive into the event/festival location (road restrictions, bridges, ect.)

Location: please note the space necessary for the Option you chose. We have 
technical drawings. We may need to place pins/eathnails (80cm) in the ground. If this 
is not possible we will need ballast provided.

Upon arrival we need “normal” 24ovolt power to open the truck and being our work. 
For option’s C & D we need starkstrom 380volt.

When the bar is being rented we will need COLD water in and water out to clean the 
glasses. We have extension hoses.

We will need security provided by the organization for any over night events. One 
person from our crew may stay in the truck over night. 

Accommodation: our crew will need accommodation 3star or better, with breakfast. 
With Option D we will need to have the support tent set up, one person from our crew 
will camp inside (The tent needs to have 40cm harring hammered into the ground). 
They will need access to a shower.

Catering: the organization will provide 2 meals per day for all crew, or will provide a 
per diem paid upon arrival for each person in the crew (20Euros per day per person).

All Options will be charged a flat 1,200€ for set up and break down. This is not 
negotiable.
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We require volunteers/hands to help set up and break down. They must be available 
upon our arrival.

The other people on our crew will remain during the event. Depending on the length of 
the event we will require more workers, to work the bar. It is also possible that the 
organizer hires workers to staff the bar.

The stage can be enlarged depending on your needs. The stage is 1.10m off the ground 
with stairs on the side and handrails. We have a standard stage size of 4m wide and 
4.7m deep. For an extra charge we can extend the stage to 6m wide and 4.7 deep. We 
have stage extensions from TRE NO MAT.

The bar is to be negotiated. The take at the bar, %, can be negotiated.  We can come 
with the bar stocked fully with alcohol and supplies. Then we (Mamma Luna) will take all 
profits from the bar. If the organization has special needs or requests we are happy to 
negotiate. If the organization has a sponsor bier/drink company we are also happy to 
sell this bier/drink at the specified price.

Light Tech: 24x64 par lights with “harting” in and out system
4 wind up stativ, the KingPole supports the truss for the center lights. The lights are 
controlled by a DimmerPack and light board.

Sound Tech: The speaker system has 2 high ends and 2 bas bins. The high ends are on 
2 wind up stativ’s. The sound is run through a Mulitcore (snakecalbe) stage box. We 
have 2 DIboxes and cables.

All seating for the stage, ie: benches, tribune, bleachers, are the responsibility of the 
Organizer.
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RENTAL OPTIONSRENTAL OPTIONSRENTAL OPTIONS

option A
Stage only (no sound, no lights)
Standard size 4mx5m
*stage extension possible

option B
Stage only with sound and lights
Standard size 4mx5m
*stage extension possible

option C
Stage with full lights and sound
Bar rental 

option D
Stage, bar and KingPole
Min. booking 2 performance days

All Options will be charged a flat 1,200€ for set up and break down. 

Truck with stage only: Option A & B (sound&Lights)
Option A 800€ per day
Option B 800€ per day
	 	 	 	 *Minimum booking 2 performance days*
Here we offer you our lovely stage along with sound and light possibilities. Option A is 
with out sound and lights. Option B is with sound and lights.

Option A set up time is 4 hours
Option B set up time is 5 hours (please allow time for artists sound check)

We supply 1 driver, who will also be the technician and we need 2 “hands” supplied 
by the Organization.

No entertainment is included, this must be organized separately

Please see the technical rider for Option A&B to get details on size of site ect...
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Truck with Bar and Stage: Option C
Price: 1,000€ per day 
	 	 	 	 	 	 *Minimum booking 2 performance days*

Here we offer you our bar and stage. 

Set up is completed the day prior to the event, breakdown takes 6-8hours and will be 
completed the day after the last performance.

The bar can be fully stocked selling alcohol or only popcorn and cotton candy. It is the 
organizations choice what will be sold. We can provide a certified staff to sell food and 
drinks.
The take at the bar, %, can be negotiated.

The stage will be provided with full sound and lights. The stage can be extended from 
4x5meters to any other size for a negotiable fee.

We will supply 1 driver, 1 sound/light technician and require 2 volunteers/hands from 
the organization

No entertainment is included, this must be organized separately

Please see the technical rider for Option C to get details on our bar contents.
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Truck with complete set up: Option D
Day Price: 1,200€
	 	 	 	 	 The whole shabang! Enjoy the life under the lights!
	 	 	 	 	 	 *Minimum booking 2 performance days*

Set up is completed the day prior to the event, breakdown takes 8-10 hours.

We will bring the king pole with lights, full bar and stage and support tent. We will 
have a certified crew to staff the bar. The take at the bar, %, can be negotiated.  
Please be aware that we can create special drinks and bar themes for your event. 

We are also happy and willing to organize a variety show for the stage when it suites 
the event. 

No entertainment is included, this must be organized separately.

Depending on your needs we can extend the stage to suit. There will be a small fee 
depending on the size requested. Please ask.

We will supply 1 driver, 1 hand (worker), and 1 technician and
require 3 volunteers/hands. Depending on the event we may 
need more workers.

Please see the technical rider for Option D where you can 
find site specs and our TÜV info.
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